
 

 

 

 

Accordion Pop-Up Card 

What you will need:  

 1 x A5 card paper 

 1 x A5 lightweight paper 

 Writing pen 

 Decorating materials 

 Glue 

 Double sided tape 

Method: 

1. Start with one A5 sized card paper and 

score down the middle to fold like a 

greetings card. 

2. Take the bit of light-weight paper and fold 

backwards and forwards like an accordion 

all the way down the lengthways of paper.  

3. Fold the accordion like a fan and glue the 

ends together.  

4. Ensure the fan stays together while the 

glue dries. 

5. Using double sided tape, affix the fan to the 

card like in the picture. Ensure the fold of 

the fan matches the score line in the centre 

of the card. 

6. Write the message on your card and 

decorate how you desire. 

7. Once finished you can send to your friend! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Object Pop-Up Card 

What you will need: 

 1 x paper, any size 
 1 x card larger than the paper 
 pencil 
 scissors 
 small cut out shape of anything you want 
 crayons, markers, or stickers to decorate 

Method: 

1. Fold your smaller paper in half and fold 
back to make a good fold.  

2. Draw 2 lines on the edge of a folded card 
about 2 inches part and 1 inch in. You can 
make multiple marks depending on how 
many objects you want to pop out.  

3. Cut along the pencil lines with your 
scissors.  

4. Open up the whole card and bend the new 
smaller fold forward, making it pop out. 

5. Glue any shape you want to the fold that 
pops up. Make sure not to put glue on 

the top of the step, just the front edge. 
6. Glue the card paper to the back to add 

colour and strength. 
7. Then write your message wherever you 

want on the card and give to your friend.  

 


